TARIFFS 2020
Antwerp Port Authority
CONCESSIONS ON A QUAY
Tariff 2020 (EUR/m²/year)
A. Short-term storage of non-bulk goods shipped or to be shipped from a quay
Unpaved quays
- general
- embankment quays
- Scheldt-side container quays
Paved quays
- with concrete or asphalt paving
-

with cobbles

3,19
2,70
6,42

5,76
5,76

Open sheds or partially open sheds

10,32

Closed sheds
- brick/concrete sheds with concrete/asphalt floors
- brick/concrete sheds with cobblestone floors
- other sheds

14,08
14,08
13,36

B. Other purposes/storage of bulk goods
Unpaved quays
- general
- embankment quays
- Scheldt-side container quays

6,42
5,39
12,80

Paved quays
- with concrete of asphalt paving
- with cobbles

11,44
11,44

Open sheds or partially open sheds

18,77

Closed brick/concrete sheds with concrete/asphalt or cobblestone floor

39,59

Other sheds

39,59
37,54

TARIFFS 2020
INLAND CONCESSIONS
Tariff 2020 (EUR/m²/year)
Traffic generating activities (storage of goods discharged or to be loaded in the
port)
- unpaved sites
-

paved sites

6,45

Services to traffic generating activities
- unpaved sites
-

5,20

paved sites

8,35

Other service providing activities or storage of goods exclusively discharged or
imported overland
- unpaved sites
-

paved sites

6,96
10,38

Processing and industrial companies
- unpaved sites
-

3,58

2,71

paved sites

4,75

WAREHOUSES
Closed structures
-

brick/concrete warehouses with concrete/asphalt floor

34,69

-

brick/concrete warehouses with cobblestone floor

34,69

-

other warehouses

28,72

Shelters
-

on brick/concrete warehouses with concrete/asphalt floor

9,62

-

on other warehouses

9,62

TARIFFS 2020
PRIVATE PARKING FACILITIES
Tariff 2020 (EUR/m²/year)
Traffic generating facilities
unpaved
-

6,22

paved

9,96

Service providing companies
unpaved
-

9,45

paved

15,28

FEES FOR PUBLICITY BILLBOARDS
Tariff 2020
EUR/m²/month
34,80

HOTEL- AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
Tariff 2020
EUR/m²/year
5,21

MOBILE PHONE INSTALLATIONS
Tariff 2020 (EUR/year)
on an existing concession site
* on an existing building
* on an existing pole
* on open terrain

4.109,00
2.718,00
2.332,00

on a site without an existing concession
* on an existing building
* on an existing pole
* on open terrain

8.201,00
5.463,00
4.757,00

Supplement fee per every 10 m² in use

187,35

Additional antennas on an existing pole

1.358,00

